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What are your best practices for facilitation in action?
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Be authentic

Naming & Reframing 
Asking open-ended questions

colored pens have the groups do their own designing 

Take a break when things get too intense

give people time to think & write down ideas

using off site venues

comfortable seating for all envolved

allow people to comment outside of the group
who may be uncomfortable speaking in front
of a large group

Check in on process with group at end and
beginning of day.

Polarity mapping for challenging/controversial issues

reflect and reframe

highlighting key contributions from
participants

On Zoom/Teams, turn your camera on and off
when speaking, same as standing up in a real
time meeting

if you are planning a physical space have
groups do their own designing/imagining

Modeling expected behavior.

Plan group break outs to give facilitator a
break

Parking Lot

Have extra activities or next day items ready
if group is moving fast.

changing up small group configurations so
you interact with more people

role play

Watch stragglers

listing and following up on deliverables

Talk to the dominator on a break

Listen!
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Being inclusive and not letting some
dominate the conversation, use of
questioning when issues arise - focus on
solutions, not problems

Use breakout groups if possible

detailed agenda, encourage feedback. Breaks and encourage
camera use 

Active listening

Summarizing the contributor's key point

Developing the ground rules together

Be comfortable with silence. Give 10 seconds
after you ask a question for folks to think
about what you asked and craft an answer.

reiterate and clarify decisions

Physically blocking the dominator!

varying b/t individual, paired, small group,
whole group interactions

Engage and keep your body language inviting

Using the sticky note parking lot and color
coded voting system

Asking someone to stand up, when they were
extraordinarily passionate about their
comments, which can help to diffuse their
emotions.

In the moment facilitation: listen and con�rm direction of meeting
or agenda.

Have others facilitate small portions of the
mtg

Using people's names (assuming I get them right)

Provide light snacks and tangible items to
help those who need constant movement.

In the Moment Facilitation:
Keep to the predetermined time allocations  
Structured yet �exible  
Try to pull in perspectives that haven't been heard 
Love the Parking Lot technique for off topic ideas!  
  

Using the parking lot


